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THE AMERICAN JOURNAL OF CLINICAL OF NUTRITION, 97 (3) March 2013
Daftar Isi:
451 The Importance of Behavioral Anchoring in Neuroimaging Studies of Obesity – MR.Lowe
453 Diet and Diabetes Revisited, Yet again – JI Mannan L Te Morenga
455 Physiologic Basic for Understanding Quantitative Dehydration Assessment – SN Cheuvron et al
463 Liking Compared with Wanting for High-and Low-calories Foods in Anorexia Nervosa: Aberrant Food Reward Even after Weight Restoration. – FA Cowdrey et al
471 Increases Sensitivity to Food Cues in the Fasted State and Decreased Inhibitory Control in the State in the Overweight – MJI Martens et al
480 Clinical Utility of Visceral Adipose Tissue for the Identification of Cardiometabolic Risk in White and African American Adults – PT Katzmarzyk et al
487 Physical Activity and Sedentary Leisure Time and their Association with BMI, Waist Circumference, and Percentage Body Fat in 0.5 Million Adults: the China Kadoorie Biobank study – H Du et al
497 Improved 4-Compartment Body-Composition Model for a Clinically Accessible Measure of Total Body Protein – JP Wilson et al
505 Systematic Review and Meta-analysis of different dietary approaches to the management of type 2 diabetes – O Ajala et al
517 Consumption of artificially and sugar-sweetened beverages and incident type 2 diabetes in the Etude Epidemiologique aupres des femmes de la Mutuelle Generale De l’Education Nationale-European Prospective Investigation into Cancer and Nutrition cohort – G Fagherazzi et al
524 Association of vitamin D deficiency with incidence of type 2 diabetes in high-risk Asian subjects – S Lim et al
531 The effect of maternal omega-3 (n-3) LCPUFA supplementation during pregnancy on early childhood cognitive and visual development: a systematic review and meta-analysis of randomized controlled trials. – JF Gould et al
545 Common variants at 12q24 are association with drinking behavior in Han Chinese – X Yang et al
552 Allocation between Body Composition and Gait-speed Decline: Results from Health, Aging, and Body Composition Study. – KM Beavers et al
561 Role of Alcohol Drinking Pattern in Type 2 Diabetes in Japanese Men: the Toranomon Hospital Health Management Centre Study 11 (TOPICS 11). – Y Heianza et al
High Nutritional Quality is Not Associated with Low Greenhouse Gas Emissions in Self-Selected Diets of French Adults. – F Vieux et al

Is Here a Dose-Response Relation of Dietary Glycemic Load to Risk of Type 2 Diabetes? Meta-Analysis of Prospective Cohort Studies. – G Livesey et al

Risk of Hospitalization or Death from Ischemic Heart Disease among British Vegetarians and Nonvegetarians: Results from the EPIC-Oxford Cohort Study. – FL Crowe et al

Does Diet Beverage Intake affect dietary consumption patterns? Results from the Choose Healthy Options Consciously Everyday (CHOICE) Randomized Clinical Trial. – C Piernas et al

β-Hydroxysteroid Dehydrogenase Type 2 and Dietary Acid Load Are independently Associated with Blood Pressure in Healthy Children and Adolescents. – D Krupp et al

Energy-Containing Beverages: Reproductive Hormones and Ovarian Function in the Bio Cycle Study. – KC Schliep et al

Earlier Introduction of Sgúitas is Associated with Higher Risk of Stunting in Infants and Toddlers in the Western Highlands of Guatemala. – CM Doak et al

Vitamin D Supplementation and Calcium Absorption During Caloric Restriction: a Randomized Double-blind Trial. – SA Shapses et al

AMERICAN JOURNAL OF EPIDEMIOLOGY, 177 (5) March 1, 2013

Daftar Isi:

Editorial: Introducing the 2013 volume of Epidemiologic Reviews on Aging – Andrea Z LaCroix

Racial Disparities in Survival Among Injured Drivers – Amy E Haskins, David A Clark, and Lori L Travis

Racial Differences in the Association between Night Shift Work and Melatonin Levels Among Women - Parveen Bhatti, Dana K Mirick, and Scott Davis

The Sleep-Time Cost of Parenting: Sleep Duration and Sleepiness Among Employed Parents in the Wisconsin Sleep Cohort Study – Erika W Hagen, Anna G Mirer, Mari Palta, and Paul LE Peppard

Association of Maternal Weight Gain in Pregnancy with Offspring Cognition in Childhood and Adolescence: Findings from the Avon Longitudinal Study of Parents and Children – Suzanne H Gage, Debbie A Lawlor, Kate Tilling, and Abigail Fraser

Preclinical Serum 25-Hydroxyvitamin D Levels and Risk of Type 1 Diabetes in a Cohort of US Military Personnel - Kassandra L Munger, Lynn I Levin, Jennifer Massa, Ronald Horst, Tihamer Orban, and Alberto Ascherio

Dairy-Food, Calcium, Magnesium, and Vitamin D Intake Endometriosis: a Prospective Cohort Study – Holly R Harris, Jorge E Chavarro, Susan Malspels, Walter C Willett, and Stacey A Missmer

Obesity and US Mortality Risk Over the Adult Life Course – Ryan K Masters, Daniel A Powers and Bruce G Link

Mortality Risk Score Prediction in an Elderly Population Using Machine Learning – Sherri Rose
Infant Feeding Survival and Markov Transition Probabilities Among Children Under Age 6 Months in Uganda – Lumbwe Chola, Lars T Fadnes, Ingunn MS Engebretsen, James K Turnwine, Thorkild Tylleskar

Investigating the Potential Public Health Benefit of Jail-based Screening and Treatment Programs for Chlamydia – Kwarne Owusu-Edusei, Jr, Thomas L Gift, Harrel W Chesson, and Charlotte K Kent

Correlated Infections: Quantifying Individual Heterogeneity in the Spread of Infectious Diseases – C Paddy Farrington, Heather J Whitaker, Steffen Unkel, and Richard Pebody

THE ANNALS OF OCCUPATIONAL HYGIENE, 57 (2) March 2013

Daftar Isi:
137 Measurement of Endotoxins in Bioaerosols at Workplace: a Critical Review of Literature and a Standardization Issue – P Duquenne, G Marchand and C Duchaine

171 Personal Exposure to Dust and Endotoxin in Robusta and Arabica Coffee Processing Factories in Tanzania – G Sakwari, SHD Mamuya, M Bratveit, Larsson, C Pehrson and BE Moen

184 Uncertainty in Aspiration Efficiency Estimates from Torso Simplifications in Computational Fluid Dynamics Simulations – KR Anderson and TR Anthony

200 Isocyanate Exposure Control in Motor Vehicle Paint Spraying: Evidence from Biological Monitoring –

210 Evaluation of Recommended REACH Exposure Modeling Tools and Near-Field, Far-Field Model in Assessing Occupational Exposure to Toluene from Spray Paint – E Hofstetter, JW Spencer, K Hittshew, M Coutu and M Nealley

221 Comparative Emission of Random Orbital Sanding between Conventional and Self-Generated Vacuum Systems – DR Liverseed, PW Logan, CE Johnson, SZ Morey and PC Raynor


261 Dustiness of Fine and Nanoscale Powders – DE Evans, LA Turkevich, CT Roettgers, GJ Deye and PA Baron

ASIA-PACIFIC JOURNAL OF PUBLIC HEALTH, 25 (2) March 2013

Daftar Isi:
121 EDITORIAL : Obesity: Upsetting the Public Health Balance – Colin Binns, and Wah Yun Low

124 Burden of Injury from Explosive Remnants of Conflict in Lao PDR and Cambodia – Jo Durham and Damian Hoy

134 Improving Adolescent Reproductive Health in Asia and the Pacific: Do We Have the Data? A Review of DHS and MICS Surveys in Nine Countries – Natalie Gray, Peter Azzopardi, Elissa Kennedy, Elise Willerdorf, and Mick Creati
145 Economic Evaluation of the National Immunization Program of Rotavirus Vaccination for Children in Korea – Hye-Young Kang, Ki Hwan Kim, Ji Hong Kim, Hwang Min Kim, Jinkyung Kim, Mi-Sun Kim, Antonie El Khoury, and Dong Soo Kim

159 Relationship between Prevalence of Childhood Obesity in 17-Year-Olds and Socioeconomic and Environmental Factors: Prefecture-Level Analysis in Japan – Rie Sakai

170 Overweight/Obesity and Related Factors Among Thai Medical Students – Chatchai Ekpanyaskul, Pornchai Sithisarankul, and Somkit Wattanasirichaiagoon

171 Pesticide Exposure and Endocrine Dysfunction in the Cotton Crop Agricultural Workers of Southern Punjab, Pakistan – Dislhad A Khan, Karam Ahad, Wafa M Ansari, and Hizbullah Khan

181 Evaluation of the Determinants for Acceptance of Antenatal Clinical Breast Examination in Taiwan – Yi-Hsuan Hsiao, Tung-Yao Chang, Horng-Der Tsai, Long-Yau Lin, and Ming-Chih Chou

199 Determinants of Community Capacity Influencing Residents’ Health Status in Seoul, South Korea – Minsoo Jung, and Hyun Sill Rhee

209 The Organ Transplantation Act and Recent Trends in Korea – Ho No Joo

BULLETIN OF THE WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION, 91 (2) February 2013

Daftar Isi:

93 Methadone Maintenance Treatment and Mortality in HIV Positive People who Inject Opioids in China – Yan Zaho, Cynthia X Shi, Jennifer M. McGoogan, Keming Rou, Fujie Zhang & Zunyou Wu


124 Implementing Methadone Maintenance Treatment in Prisons in Malaysia – Jeffery A. Wickersham, Ruthanne Marcus, Adeeba Kamarulzaman, Muhammad Muhsin Zahari & Frederick L. Altice

130 Human Resource Development and Capacity Building during China’s Rapaid Scale-up of Methadone Maintenance Treatment Service – Jianhua Li, Changhe Wang, Jennifer M. McGoogan, Keming Rou, Marc Buttery & Zunyou Wu

136 Methadone Maintenance Treatment in Spain: the Success of a Harm Reduction Approach – Marta Torrens, Francina Fonseca, Claudio Castillo & Antonia Dormingo-Salvany

142 Arguments in Flavour of Compulsory Treatment of Opioid Dependence – Zunyou Wu

146 Advocates Need to Show Compulsory Treatment of Opioid Dependence is Effective, sae and Ethical – Wayne Hall & Adrian Carter

146 Voluntary Treatment, Not Detection, in the Management of Opioid Dependence – Nicolas Clark, Anja Busse & Gilberto Gerra

148 Mitigating the Risk of HIV Infection with Opioid Substitution Treatment – Liada R. Growing, Matthew Hickman & Atul Ambekar

150 Delivery Models of Opioid agonist Maintenance Treatment in South Asia: a Good Beginning – Ravindra Rao, Alok Agrawal, Kunal Kishore & Atul Ambekar
Managing Tuberculosis in People who Use and Inject Illicit Drugs – Haileyesus Getahun, Annabel Baddeley & Mario Raviglione

BULLETIN of the WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION, 91 (3) March 2013

Daftar Isi:
167 Increased Paediatric Hospitalizations for Empyema in Australia after Introduction of the-7-valent Pneumococcal Conjugate v=Vaccine – Roxanne E.Strachan, Thomas L.Snelling &Adam Jaffe
174 Identifying High-risk Areas for Sporadic Measles Outbreaks: Lessons from South Africa – Benn Sartorius, C Cohen, T Chinwa, G.Ntshoe, A Puren & K Hofman
184 Evaluation, In the Three Provinces, of the Introduction and Impact of China’s National Essential Medicines Scheme – Yang Li, Cui Ying, Guo Sufang, Philippa Brant, Li Bin & David Hipgrave
195 Timing of Antiretroviral in Cambodian Hospital after Diagnosis of Tuberculosis ; Impact of Revised WHO Guidelines – Kimcheng Choun, Reaksmey Pe, Spoheak Tahi, Natalie Lorent, Lutgarde Lyne & Johan Van Griensven
207 Emergency Obstetric Care in Mali : Catastrophic Spending and its Impoverishing Effects on Households – Catherine Arsenault, Oierre Fourner, Aline Philibert, Koman Sissoko, Aliou Coulibaly, Caroline Tourgny, Mamadou Traore &Alexandre Dumont
227 Private Sector Contributions and Their Effect on Physician Emigration in the Developing World – Lawrence C.Loh, Cesar Ugrate-Gil & Kwame Darko
234 The Underreporting of Landmine and Explosive Remnants of War Injuries Cambodia, The Lao People’s Democratic Republic and Vietnam – Jo Durham, Peter S.Hill & Damian Hoy

THE INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES, 70 (1) February 2013

Daftar Isi:
1 Removal of Ammonium and Phosphate Ions from Wastewater Samples by Immobilized Chlorella sp. – Cherlys Infante, Ivan Leon, July Florez, Ana Zarate, Freddy Barrios and Cindy Zapata
8 The Removal of Nickel, Copper and Cadmium from Aqueous solution using liver moss ( Dumortiera hirsute Sw.nees) – M.A. Zulfikar, A.Rohman, H.Setiyanto and M.B.Amran
23 Hazard assessment of heavy metal contamination by the paper industry, north-eastern India – S.K. Reza, Uptal Baruah And Dipak Sarkar
33 Water quality in a protected natural wetland: El Kelbia sebkhet, Tunisia – Joelle Duplay, Slim Khedhiri, Khadijah Shami and Fadila Darragi
49 Organochlorine pesticide residues in skin, flesh and whole carrots (Daucus Carota) from markets around Lake Victoria basin, Uganda – Stella Nannyonga, Bernard T. Kiremire, Patrick Ogwok, Steven A. Nyanzi, Mohammad .L, Sserunjogi and John Wasswa
Current status of pesticides application and their residues in the water environment in Ireland – Y.Q. Zhao, P. Singleton, S. Meredith and G.W. Rennick

Evaluation of dispersion and chemical partitioning patterns of heavy metals in the Sar Cheshmesh porphyry copper deposit: geochemical data from mine waste, water and stream sediments – Behnam Keshavarzi, Farid Moore and Reza Sharifi

Assessing change in woody vegetation cover in the Kruger Nation Park, South Africa, using spectral mixture analysis of a Landsat TM image time series – Christopher Munyati and Ndizulafhi I. Sinthumule

Effects of slope gradient and changes in land use/cover on selected soil physicochemical properties of the Gerado catchment, north-eastern Ethiopia – L.B. Asmamaw and A.A. Mohammed

Land-use and land-cover change and its environmental implications in a tropical highland watershed, Ethiopia – Woldeamlak BEWKET and Solomon Abebe

Aggregate indices for identifying environmentally responsible nations: an empirical analysis and comparison – J. Ram Pillarisetti and Jeroen C.J.M. van Bergh

WHO SOUTH-EAST ASIA JOURNAL OF PUBLIC HEALTH, 1 (1) January – March 2013
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8 Impact of Climate Change on Health and Strategies for Mitigation an Adaptation – Alok K Deb, Suman Kanungo, Manjari Deb & Gopinath B Nair
20 Escherichia Coli Contamination of Tables' Food-serving Utensils in a district of West Sumatra, Indonesia – Aria Kusuma, Tris Eryando & Dewi Susana
28 Prevalence and Predictors of Self-Medication in a Selected Urban and Rural District of Sri Lanka – Puspha R Wjesonghe, Ravindra I Jayakody & Rohini de A Seneviratne
42 Effect of Patient Education and Standard Treatment Guidelines on Asthma Control: an Intervention Trial – Anita Kowani & Sunil K Chhabra
52 The pattern of Psychiatric Admissions in a Referral Hospital, Bhutan – Rinchen Pelzang
59 Pandemic influenza H1N1 2009, in Thailand – Aronrag Meeyai, Ben Cooper, Richard Coker, Wrichada Pan-ngum, Pasakorn Akarasewi & Sopon Iamsirthaworn
76 Risk Factors Childhood Tuberculosis: a Case Control Study from Rural Bangladesh – Mohammed R Karim, Mohammed A Rahman, Shaikh AA Mamun, Mohammed A Alam & Shahnaz Akhter
94 Decentralization of Health Services in India: Barriers and Facilitating Factors – Manmeet Kaur, Sahnkar Prinja, Pravin K Singh & Rajesh Kumar
105 Oral Fluid Therapy of Cholera among Bangladesh Refugees – D Mahalanabis, AB Choudhuri, NG Bagchi, AK Bhattacharya & TW Simpson

113 Why is Every Country Not Primed to Use Oral Rehydration Therapy to Treat Cases of Diarrhea? – Richard A Cash

116 Primary Health Care: Perspective of Village Women from Himachal Pradesh – Salig R Mazta & Anita Thakur

119 Managing Quality in Health Care – Reviewed by Kalpa Sharima

WHO SOUTH– EAST ASIA JOURNAL OF PUBLIC HEALTH, 1 (2) April – June 2012

Daftar Isi:
128 Malaria control in Indonesia: has sub-optimal rationing of effective interventions compromised programme efficiency – Habib H Farooqui, Mohammad A Hussain, Sanjay Zodpel

133 Abuse against women in pregnancy: a population-based study from Eastern India – Bonthana V Babu, & Shantanu K Kar


151 Performance of cause-specific childhood mortality surveillance by health workers using a short verbal autopsy tool – Rakesh Kumar, Suresh K Kappor, Anand Krishnan

159 Initiating tobacco cessation services in India: challengers and opportunities – Cherian Varghese, Jagdish Kaur, Nimesh G Desai, Pratima Murthy, Savita Mathotrs, Vineet G Munish

169 Betel quid chewing and its risk factors in Bangladesh adults – Meerjady S Flora, Christopher GN Mascie-Taylor, Mahmudur Rahman

182 Antibiogram of S. Enterica Serovar Thypi and S. Enterica Serovar Paratyhpi A: A multi-centre study from India – Indian Netork For Surveillance of Antimicrobial Resistance Group

189 Injection practices in India – PEN Study Group

201 Funding health promotion and disease prevention programmes: an innovative financing experience from Thailand – Supreda Adulyanon

208 Nipah virus outbreaks in Bangladesh: a deadly infectious disease – Mahmudur Rahman, Apurba Chakraborty

213 Early detection of chronic diseases and their risk factors: a women empowerment model from Kerala, India – Safraj Shahlul Hameed

220 Hospital of Home/ Scripting a high point in the history of TB Care and Control – Mukund Uplekar & Mario Raviglione

224 Mobile phones for community health workers of Bihar empower adolescent girls – Derek Treatment, Mohini Bhavsar, Vikram Kumar & Neal Lesh
WHO SOUTH-EAST ASIA JOURNAL OF PUBLIC HEALTH, 1 (3) July – Sept 2012

Daftar Isi:

229 Dengue fever: Pakistan’s worst nightmare – Muhammad T Shakoor, Samia Ayub, Zunaira Ayub

232 Pesticide exposure during pregnancy and low birth weight – Liang Wang, Tiejem Wu, Xuefeng Liu, James L Anderson, Arsham Alamin, Maosun Fu, Jun Li

239 A systematic review of the burden of neonatal mortality and morbidity in the ASEAN Region – Hoang T Tran, Lex W Doyle, Katherine J Lee, Stephen M Graham

249 Factors associated with knowledge about breastfeeding among female garment workers in Dhaka City – Lucen Afrose, Bilkis Banu, Kazi R Ahmed, Khurshida Khanam

256 Challenges faced by visually disable people in use of medicines, self-adopted coping strategies and medicine-related mishaps – Chamari L Weeraratne, Sahrmika T Opatha, Chamith T Rosa

268 Knowledge of antiretroviral in preventing parent-to-child-transmission of HIV: a cross – sectional study among women living with HIV in Tamil Nadu, India – Saumya Rastogi, Bimal Charles, Asirvatham E Sam

279 India’s progress towards the Millennium Development Goals 4 ad 5 on infant and maternal morality – Hanimi Reddy, Manas R Pradhan, Rohini Ghosh, A G Khan

290 Promotion antenatal care services for early detection of pre-eclampsia – Tin Tin Thein, Theingi Myint, Saw Lwin, Win Myint Oo, Aung Kyaw Kyaw, Moe Kyaw Myint, Kyaw Zin Thant

299 Haemoglobinopathies–major associating determinants in prevalence of anemia among adolescent girl students of Assam, India – Santanu K Sharma, Kanwar Narain, Kangjam R Devi, Padyumna K Mohapatra, Rup K Phukan, Jogadish Mohanta

309 Early discontinuation of intrauterine device in Nepal-A retrospective study – Subash Thapa

320 Screening high-risk population for hypertension and type 2 diabetes among Thais – Kulaya Narksawat, Natkamol Chansatiporn, Panuwat Panket, Jairya Hangsantea

330 Oral health status of 12-year-old children with disabilities and controls in Southern India – Bharathi M Purohi, Abhinav Singh

339 Mental Health care in Bhutan: policy and issues – Rinchen Pelzang
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